
Website Cloud Hosting
Instant one-click publishing – no FTP required - directly to the 
AWS world class hosting platform.

SECURITY      RELIABILITY      PERFORMANCE + SEO
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All our websites are hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS), and feature 
advanced security, reliability and performance enhancements to ensure the best 
for your site visitors. Amazon powers and hosts websites and apps for many of 
the world’s biggest organizations, including financial institutions, technology 
companies and streaming services, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Netflix & ESPN.

Known among the hosting industry as one of the most secure cloud-based 
solutions, AWS uses data centers around the world to keep your data protected 
and meets the requirements of even the most security-sensitive organizations.

The AWS Well-Architected Framework provides architectural best practices across the five pillars for 
designing and operating reliable, secure, efficient, and cost-effective systems in the cloud. Using the 
Framework behind your website helps us deliver highly stable and efficient systems, which allows our 
customers to focus on functional requirements.

Cloud Security

With HTTPS encryption, 
automatic security upgrades, 
and advanced network 
firewalls, sites hosted on 
AWS are protected against 
online attacks. These security 
features occur automatically 
behind the scenes, so you 
never need to worry about 
the safety of your site.
 
Bottom Line: You can’t put a 
price on peace of mind; our 
hosting keeps your website 
and visitors’ information safe.

Reliability

While other hosts can’t 
guarantee your site won’t 
experience downtime in the 
event of a server outage, 
AWS sites include built-in 
redundancy systems to ensure 
your site won’t go offline 
unexpectedly. As well, unlimited 
bandwidth means all visitors 
get the same fast experience.

Bottom Line: A reliable 
website is critical for a first 
impression; our hosting ensures 
an uninterrupted customer 
experience for every visitor.

Performance

Sites hosted on AWS offer 
lightning-fast load times to 
site visitors anywhere in the 
world. A faster site means a 
better user experience, which 
increases your Google ranking 
and improves your SEO. This 
means that your site will 
be easier to find by current 
and potential customers.
 
Bottom Line: Speed = 
Revenue; our hosting can 
boost your visitor engagement 
and conversion rates.



Hosting Technical Specs
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 √ Reliability and dependability are 
key focus areas, with a 99.99% 
historical uptime for hosted sites.

 √ No ongoing maintenance or patching 
is required. Security upgrades are 
made automatically and frequently, 
which instantly protects all the 
sites across the network.

 √ Your website data is stored in highly secure 
AWS data centers with 24/7 monitoring. 
This includes 55 data availability zones 
spanning 18 geographic locations.

 √ Each AWS data center is redundantly 
connected, meaning if one fails (due to 
natural disaster for example) automated 
processes instantly move customer traffic 
away to a server that remains online. 

 √ All websites include an SSL 
certificate issued by an industry 
leading certificate authority.

 √ Use any custom domain on your website 
(utilizes A-Records and a CNAME record).

 √ Extensive DDOS attack (denial of 
service) defense and mitigation 
tools are in place to protect your 
website from malicious attacks.

 √ A lightning fast content delivery network 
(CDN) ensures your website loads instantly 
no matter where the visitor is located.

 √ Automatic and unlimited scaling 
means that your site stays online 
and fast no matter how many visitors 
it gets at any given moment.

 √ Advanced network firewalls are in 
place to monitor server and network 
usage and protect against unauthorized 
intrusion attempts (hackers).

 √ Energy sourced from 70% 
renewable sources.

To read more about Amazon and it’s cloud powered security, click here:
https://aws.amazon.com/security/


